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Souhaib Attaiki Gautam Pai Maks Ovsjanikov
LIX, École Polytechnique, IP Paris

Abstract

We consider the problem of computing dense correspon-
dences between non-rigid shapes with potentially significant
partiality. Existing formulations tackle this problem through
heavy manifold optimization in the spectral domain, given
hand-crafted shape descriptors. In this paper, we propose
the first learning method aimed directly at partial non-rigid
shape correspondence. Our approach uses the functional
map framework, can be trained in a supervised or unsu-
pervised manner, and learns descriptors directly from the
data, thus both improving robustness and accuracy in chal-
lenging cases. Furthermore, unlike existing techniques, our
method is also applicable to partial-to-partial non-rigid
matching, in which the common regions on both shapes are
unknown a priori. We demonstrate that the resulting method
is data-efficient, and achieves state-of-the-art results on sev-
eral benchmark datasets. Our code and data can be found
online: https://github.com/pvnieo/DPFM .

1. Introduction

Non-rigid shape correspondence is an essential problem
in 3D Computer Vision, which enables a range of down-
stream tasks, such as statistical shape analysis [39] and de-
formation transfer [53] among many others.

A particularly challenging setting for this problem is com-
puting correspondences between shapes in 3D that undergo
both non-rigid deformations and exhibit strong partiality,
such as missing parts or having holes, due, e.g., to acquisi-
tion errors. Several works have aimed to address this prob-
lem, in particular by adapting spectral techniques, within
the functional map framework [45, 27, 1, 62, 63]. Spec-
tral methods are inherently invariant under near-isometric
deformations, making them attractive for non-rigid shape
matching problems. Furthermore, objective functions pro-
moting structural properties of functional maps have been
designed through careful analysis of the alignment of Lapla-
cian basis in the partial setting, e.g., [45, 27]. As a result,
these approaches lead to moderately-sized optimization prob-
lems and can achieve accurate results even under significant
pose changes.

Figure 1: Our method is highly effective for non-rigid partial
shape matching, even in the challenging cases of significant
mesh and sampling variability (left), and partial-to-partial
matching (right). Our method detects both the overlapping
regions between the shapes (non-common regions are col-
ored in grey) and produces dense pointwise correspondences,
visualized via texture transfer.

At the same time, most existing methods strongly rely on
hand-crafted input features, and especially the popular local
SHOT descriptors [50]. Unfortunately, these descriptors are
known to be very sensitive to local mesh structure and can
fail when comparing two shapes that have different sampling
or connectivity [14]. To remedy this issue, recent approaches
have aimed at learning features for shape correspondence in
both supervised and unsupervised settings, e.g., [31, 26, 18].

Despite this progress, however, existing learning-based
methods are only geared towards computing correspon-
dences between complete non-rigid shapes, and can easily
fail in the presence of strong partiality. This is because spe-
cial care must be taken to account for partiality during both
training and testing, as most losses and feature extraction
networks are typically not applicable.

In this paper, we present the first learning-based approach
specifically geared towards finding correspondences between
non-rigid shapes under strong partiality. For this, we design
a novel architecture that can accommodate both partial-to-
full and partial-to-partial correspondence. Our method can
be trained in a supervised and unsupervised manner. We use
the functional map framework but learn features from data,
making our method robust both to change of poses and to
changes in mesh sampling and connectivity (see Figure 1).
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Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

• We propose a new deep learning method for non-rigid
partial shape correspondence, which is robust under
mesh changes, predicts both the correspondences and
the region of overlap, and is the first learning-based
approach for partial-to-partial non-rigid matching.

• We provide theoretical analysis of the limitations of a
Siamese architecture for partial functional maps, and
develop a module that enables communication between
features.

• We study the robustness of existing methods and in-
troduce two new datasets, both for partial-to-partial
and partial-to-full matching with significant mesh vari-
ability. Our method achieves state-of-the-art on both
standard and these new benchmarks.

2. Related Work
Shape matching is a vast and well-studied area of Com-

puter Vision. Below we review works most closely related
to ours, focusing especially on non-rigid partial shape corre-
spondence, and refer the interested readers to recent surveys
[56, 3, 49] for a more in-depth treatment of this field.

Partial rigid correspondence Partial matching has been
particularly well-studied in the context of rigid shape align-
ment, motivated especially by shape reconstruction problems
from partial scans [8, 2]. While early methods aimed to ad-
dress this problem primarily using the classical ICP and its
robust variants, e.g., [48, 9, 15, 5], more recent approaches
focus on learning robust features that can be used for rigid
alignment, [66, 13, 10, 16]. We note that several recent
approaches in the latter category aim to directly address par-
tiality, typically through outlier filtering, keypoint detection,
or even explicit overlap prediction [59, 16, 37, 19]. While
these methods achieve impressive performance even in the
presence of extreme partiality [19], they are all limited to
rigid alignment, which has a small number of degrees of
freedom – indeed, only three point pair correspondences are
sufficient to recover a rigid transformation.

Learning for full-to-full non-rigid correspondence
Learning strategies have also been applied to address non-
rigid shape correspondence problems, especially pioneered
by techniques in geometric deep learning [6, 7]. Most ap-
proaches in this field treat shape correspondence as a vertex
labeling problem [34, 4, 31, 40, 60], thus mapping each
shape to some predefined canonical template. In contrast,
methods based on the functional map representation have
recently allowed to predict and penalize entire maps be-
tween shape pairs [26, 18, 47, 14] achieving better accuracy
and generalization power. While approaches in the former
category have been applied in the context of partial-to-full

matching in, e.g., [4] and [25], they are unfortunately limited
to matching shapes to a predefined template and furthermore
have been observed to not be robust under sampling and con-
nectivity changes [52]. On the other hand, existing learning
functional maps-based techniques treat the correspondence
problem globally but are geared towards complete shape
matching. Some techniques can generalize to unseen partial
matching [51] but do not outperform axiomatic methods, in
part, as they are not explicitly trained to deal with partiality.

Spectral methods for partial non-rigid matching In the
realm of axiomatic spectral techniques and optimization
methods, the partial functional map framework (PFM) [45]
is one of the important methods to tackle partial shape corre-
spondence. The PFM scheme which is principally designed
to tackle a part-to-full correspondence problem alternates be-
tween estimating a functional map and a part-region indicator
function on the full shape, where both terms are strongly
regularized. Follow-up works like [28, 12] extended the
PFM approach to both cluttered non-rigid correspondence
and multi-part settings where potentially multiple functional
maps are optimized simultaneously.

Litany and colleagues [27] proposed a fully spectral ap-
proach for partial shape correspondence which avoids region-
based optimization. Similar in spirit to joint diagonalization
schemes like [24], this method employs a manifold optimiza-
tion scheme to estimate a linear transformation to align the
spectral basis between the shapes and is also posed to handle
part-to-part shape correspondence.

More recently, iterative spectral methods [33] have been
shown to effectively handle the partial setting, where the
slanted structure of the functional map is first estimated
using the same spectral relation as proposed in PFM and
then used in an upsampling strategy to refine an initial cor-
respondence. Similarly, [63] and [62] use refinement via
spectral upsampling by combining an array of objectives
promoting structural properties of the computed functional
maps, while [1] target partial shape matching using proper-
ties of the Nearest-Neighbor Field (NNF). Finally, [42] use
a correspondence-free method for localizing the region on a
full shape in the context of partial-to-full shape comparison.

We highlight that all of the existing axiomatic techniques
strongly rely on input descriptors either for initialization
or even for map optimization. Practical implementations
typically employ SHOT descriptors within partial non-rigid
matching pipelines. However, such handcrafted descriptors
are known to be sensitive to the discretization of the surface,
which severely affects the robustness of all resulting methods.
Instead, we put special emphasis on the robustness of our
approach and show that it can produce accurate results even
under significant mesh changes.

Partial-to-partial Most existing methods assume that
there exists a corresponding point on the target (full) shape



for every point on the source (partial) shape. To address
the more general partial-to-partial matching, FSP [27] pro-
posed a formulation for this setting, but without providing
any practical evaluation.

Similar in spirit to [45], [12] demonstrates a partial-to-
partial matching pipeline between a source (model) and a
target shape (scene) - that potentially comprises an over-
lapped part of the model and other non-related cluttered
objects. However, this method is highly dependent on an ini-
tialization procedure like [44] which ultimately depends on
the quality of robust input descriptors, unlike SHOT which
is usually chosen by default.

Finally, Litany and colleagues [28] proposed a solution to
the non-rigid puzzle problem, where partial-to-full matching
was extended to include possible additional clutter. However,
their solution is constrained by assumptions on the existence
of missing parts and ultimately still relies on a partial-to-full
matching component.

In contrast to all of these existing techniques, our method
completely avoids the need for hand-crafted input descrip-
tors and allows to learn features directly from the 3D data.
Furthermore, our functional map-based learning pipeline is
geared towards partiality and can learn from limited training
data, due to the strong spectral regularization. Thus, our
method is virtually parameter-free and strongly outperforms
existing methods, especially in the more realistic setting of
shapes with significantly different mesh structures.

3. Motivation and Method Overview

As mentioned above, our main goal is to develop a
learning-based method for partial non-rigid shape correspon-
dence, while avoiding the use of hand-crafted features. For
this, we follow the general strategy of recent learning-based
spectral techniques [26, 18, 51, 14], and especially Deep Ge-
ometric Functional Maps introduced in [14]. This approach
can be summarized as follows:

1. Given the source and target shapes X ,Y , a train-
able Siamese feature network FΘ produces m feature
functions FΘ(X ) = {f1, f2, ..., fm} and FΘ(Y) =
{g1, g2, ..., gm}.

2. These features are projected onto the Laplace-Beltrami
basis to obtain their coefficients ai = Φ+

X fi and bi =
Φ+
Ygi, where ΦX ,ΦY are the matrices that store, as

columns, the pre-computed set of Laplace-Beltrami
eigenfunctions of shapes X and Y respectively, while
+ denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse.

3. Finally, {ai,bi} are stacked as columns of matrices
A,B and fed to a regularized functional map layer,
which uses a linear system to compute the functional

map [36] in a reduced basis:

Copt = arg min
C

‖CA−B‖+ λ‖C∆X −∆YC‖. (1)

Here ∆X ,∆Y are diagonal matrices of Laplace-
Beltrami eigenvalues of the corresponding shapes and
λ is a scalar hyper-parameter.

4. The computed functional map Copt is compared to the
ground truth Cgt one by imposing the Frobenius norm
loss L(Copt) = ‖Cgt − Copt‖2F , and this loss is used
to train the parameters Θ of the feature network FΘ in
a supervised manner.

As mentioned in that work and several recent follow-ups [14,
51, 52], using the reduced Laplacian basis helps to regularize
feature learning and allows to learn even from a limited set
of training shapes, while avoiding the use of a predefined
template as done in works that treat shape correspondence
as a vertex labeling problem, e.g., [4, 34, 60].

Overview Our approach follows the same general ap-
proach as in [14], while making several key contributions
(See Figure 2 for the overview).

First, we replace the Siamese network FΘ with a combi-
nation of a feature extractor and a Cross Attention refinement
block. Our main motivation is that in the context of partial
correspondence, the feature extractor on each shape should
be made aware of the other shape. In the functional map
language, if a and b are coefficients of the feature functions
on the source and target respectively, and if a = 0 because,
e.g., a particular part is missing then Ca = b will only hold
if b = 0. However, a Siamese network is not aware of the de-
scriptors on the source shape and would produce a non-zero
feature b that characterizes the existing part on the target
shape. We provide an in-depth theoretical analysis of this
effect, and highlight the limitations of a Siamese architecture
for partial functional maps in the supplementary.

Motivated by these considerations we introduce the
Attention-based Feature refiner (Section 3.2) that takes as
input features on both shapes and produces refined features
of each shape that are “informed” by the features on the
other shape. We remark that since functional maps operate
in the opposite direction of point-to-point ones, the analy-
sis above applies when computing a pointwise map from
either a full or a partial to another partial shap. However, we
have found that the “communication” between features is
generally useful across a range of matching settings.

Our second major contribution is that in addition to the
functional map, we also train an Overlap predictor (Section
3.3) that produces the region on each shape that is expected
to exist on the other shape. This helps us to both produce a
dense pointwise map and the region in which it is expected
to be accurate thus allowing us to deal with full-to-partial
and partial-to-partial non-rigid matching.
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<latexit sha1_base64="8EM6nbe/q/RemES9dz6WbGksaUY=">AAAB7nicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBi2W3BfVY6sVjBfsB7VKyabYNm02WJCuUpT/CiwdFvPp7vPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLOtHHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9POlqmitA2kVyqXoA15UzQtmGG016iKI4DTrtBdDf3u09UaSbFo5km1I/xWLCQEWys1G1ySaKr2rBccavuAmideDmpQI7WsPw1GEmSxlQYwrHWfc9NjJ9hZRjhdFYapJommER4TPuWChxT7WeLc2fowiojFEplSxi0UH9PZDjWehoHtjPGZqJXvbn4n9dPTXjrZ0wkqaGCLBeFKUdGovnvaMQUJYZPLcFEMXsrIhOsMDE2oZINwVt9eZ10alXvulp/qFUazTyOIpzBOVyCBzfQgHtoQRsIRPAMr/DmJM6L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4Aj7+PEA==</latexit>

Block-2

<latexit sha1_base64="0sEimDdnag9SDRs5HQAeLXv8OOk=">AAAB8HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgY7iLoJZBLawkgkmUJIS9zV6yZG/v2J0TwpFfYWOhiK0/x85/4ya5QhMfDDzem2Fmnh9LYdB1v53c0vLK6lp+vbCxubW9U9zda5go0YzXWSQj/eBTw6VQvI4CJX+INaehL3nTH15N/OYT10ZE6h5HMe+EtK9EIBhFKz1eiyA4ueVIusWSW3anIIvEy0gJMtS6xa92L2JJyBUySY1peW6MnZRqFEzycaGdGB5TNqR93rJU0ZCbTjo9eEyOrNIjQaRtKSRT9fdESkNjRqFvO0OKAzPvTcT/vFaCwUUnFSpOkCs2WxQkkmBEJt+TntCcoRxZQpkW9lbCBlRThjajgg3Bm395kTQqZe+sfHpXKVUvszjycACHcAwenEMVbqAGdWAQwjO8wpujnRfn3fmYteacbGYf/sD5/AHVaY/H</latexit>

Di↵-Net
<latexit sha1_base64="ElNqfSB1QQ1a3CAnnGynUMhOjeo=">AAAB7nicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBi2W3gnos9SJ4qWA/oF1KNs22YbPJkmSFsvRHePGgiFd/jzf/jWm7B219MPB4b4aZeUHCmTau++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUVvLVBHaIpJL1Q2wppwJ2jLMcNpNFMVxwGkniG5nfueJKs2keDSThPoxHgkWMoKNlToNLkl0cT8oV9yqOwdaJV5OKpCjOSh/9YeSpDEVhnCsdc9zE+NnWBlGOJ2W+qmmCSYRHtGepQLHVPvZ/NwpOrPKEIVS2RIGzdXfExmOtZ7Ege2MsRnrZW8m/uf1UhPe+BkTSWqoIItFYcqRkWj2OxoyRYnhE0swUczeisgYK0yMTahkQ/CWX14l7VrVu6pePtQq9UYeRxFO4BTOwYNrqMMdNKEFBCJ4hld4cxLnxXl3PhatBSefOYY/cD5/ALWjjyk=</latexit>

Block-K

<latexit sha1_base64="+e8kxnBimHS3Mw/hIu5iKi6VDLU=">AAAB+HicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZHqy7dBIvgqsxUUJfVblxWsA9oh5JJM21oZjIkd4Ra+iVuXCji1k9x59+YtrPQ1gOBwzn3kHtPkEhh0HW/nbX1jc2t7dxOfndv/6BQPDxqGpVqxhtMSaXbATVcipg3UKDk7URzGgWSt4JRbea3Hrk2QsUPOE64H9FBLELBKFqpVyzUtDKG3CDyeKGU3LI7B1klXkZKkKHeK351+4qlkY0zSY3peG6C/oRqFEzyab6bGp5QNqID3rE0phE3/mS++JScWaVPQqXti5HM1d+JCY2MGUeBnYwoDs2yNxP/8zophtf+RMRJau9ii4/CVBJUZNYC6QvNGcqxJZRpYXclbEg1ZWi7ytsSvOWTV0mzUvYuyxf3lVL1NqsjBydwCufgwRVU4Q7q0AAGKTzDK7w5T86L8+58LEbXnCxzDH/gfP4Avs6TJw==</latexit>

Cross Attention
<latexit sha1_base64="ppRr2sy1IYOp/2HT94aHMn7Wp8s=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclZkK6rLoxmUV+8B2KJn0ThuayQxJRiilf+HGhSJu/Rt3/o2ZdhbaeiBwOOcecu8JEsG1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2dZwqhg0Wi1i1A6pRcIkNw43AdqKQRoHAVjC6yfzWEyrNY/lgxgn6ER1IHnJGjZUe7zG0wQil6ZXKbsWdgSwTLydlyFHvlb66/ZilWZYJqnXHcxPjT6gynAmcFrupxoSyER1gx1JJI9T+ZLbxlJxapU/CWNknDZmpvxMTGmk9jgI7GVEz1IteJv7ndVITXvkTLpPUoGTzj8JUEBOT7HzS5wqZEWNLKFPc7krYkCrKjC2paEvwFk9eJs1qxbuonN9Vy7XrvI4CHMMJnIEHl1CDW6hDAxhIeIZXeHO08+K8Ox/z0RUnzxzBHzifP7RBkPE=</latexit>

Refinement

<latexit sha1_base64="uSLmFUJj1CG6uCRzD4nB+4+8hfI=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeujUZduBovgqiQq6rLoxmUF+4A2hMl00g6dTMLMRKghX+LGhSJu/RR3/o2TNgttPTBwOOde7pkTJJwp7Tjf1srq2vrGZmWrur2zu1ez9w86Kk4loW0S81j2AqwoZ4K2NdOc9hJJcRRw2g0mt4XffaRSsVg86GlCvQiPBAsZwdpIvl1L/GwQYT0mmGe9PPftutNwZkDLxC1JHUq0fPtrMIxJGlGhCcdK9V0n0V6GpWaE07w6SBVNMJngEe0bKnBElZfNgufoxChDFMbSPKHRTP29keFIqWkUmMkio1r0CvE/r5/q8NrLmEhSTQWZHwpTjnSMihbQkElKNJ8agolkJisiYywx0aarqinBXfzyMumcNdzLxvn9Rb15U9ZRgSM4hlNw4QqacActaAOBFJ7hFd6sJ+vFerc+5qMrVrlzCH9gff4AaJOTlg==</latexit>pX
<latexit sha1_base64="GchxAd4ov+Bl1bbO7Kv7R2hF/b8=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1ofrbp0M1gEVyVRUZdFNy4r2Ie0IUymk3boZBJmJkIN+RI3LhRx66e482+ctFlo64GBwzn3cs8cP+ZMadv+tkorq2vrG+XNytb2zm61trffUVEiCW2TiEey52NFORO0rZnmtBdLikOf064/ucn97iOVikXiXk9j6oZ4JFjACNZG8mrV2EsHIdZjgnn6kGVerW437BnQMnEKUocCLa/2NRhGJAmp0IRjpfqOHWs3xVIzwmlWGSSKxphM8Ij2DRU4pMpNZ8EzdGyUIQoiaZ7QaKb+3khxqNQ09M1knlEtern4n9dPdHDlpkzEiaaCzA8FCUc6QnkLaMgkJZpPDcFEMpMVkTGWmGjTVcWU4Cx+eZl0ThvORePs7rzevC7qKMMhHMEJOHAJTbiFFrSBQALP8Apv1pP1Yr1bH/PRklXsHMAfWJ8/ahmTlw==</latexit>pY

<latexit sha1_base64="AjDxbTCM3OY+3fiu7Og8h/wm004=">AAAB7nicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqexWUI9FL96sYD+gXUo2zbah2WxIskJZ+iO8eFDEq7/Hm//GtN2Dtj4YeLw3w8y8UAlurOd9o8La+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmSTVlDVpIhLdCYlhgkvWtNwK1lGakTgUrB2Ob2d++4lpwxP5aCeKBTEZSh5xSqyT2vfOE0T1yxWv6s2BV4mfkwrkaPTLX71BQtOYSUsFMabre8oGGdGWU8GmpV5qmCJ0TIas66gkMTNBNj93is+cMsBRol1Ji+fq74mMxMZM4tB1xsSOzLI3E//zuqmNroOMS5VaJuliUZQKbBM8+x0PuGbUiokjhGrubsV0RDSh1iVUciH4yy+vklat6l9WLx5qlfpNHkcRTuAUzsGHK6jDHTSgCRTG8Ayv8IYUekHv6GPRWkD5zDH8Afr8AWlFj58=</latexit>

Overlap
<latexit sha1_base64="KAH7SEOAbXVE9HF/jCOQEmX6nH0=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexGUI9BLx4jmIckS5id7U2GzGOZmRVCyFd48aCIVz/Hm3/jJNmDJhY0FFXddHdFKWfG+v63V1hb39jcKm6Xdnb39g/Kh0ctozJNoUkVV7oTEQOcSWhaZjl0Ug1ERBza0eh25refQBum5IMdpxAKMpAsYZRYJz02NMSMWqX75Ypf9efAqyTISQXlaPTLX71Y0UyAtJQTY7qBn9pwQrRllMO01MsMpISOyAC6jkoiwIST+cFTfOaUGCdKu5IWz9XfExMijBmLyHUKYodm2ZuJ/3ndzCbX4YTJNLMg6WJRknFsFZ59j2OmgVo+doRQzdytmA6JJtS6jEouhGD55VXSqlWDy+rFfa1Sv8njKKITdIrOUYCuUB3doQZqIooEekav6M3T3ov37n0sWgtePnOM/sD7/AH4y5CG</latexit>

Predictor

<latexit sha1_base64="yY1bGwyt9VAtQ5v9oZsQsr8pR/w=">AAAB6HicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHYxUY9ELh4hkUcCGzI79MLI7OxmZtaEEL7AiweN8eonefNvHGAPClbSSaWqO91dQSK4Nq777eQ2Nre2d/K7hb39g8Oj4vFJS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj2txvP6HSPJYPZpKgH9Gh5CFn1FipUesXS27ZXYCsEy8jJchQ7xe/eoOYpRFKwwTVuuu5ifGnVBnOBM4KvVRjQtmYDrFrqaQRan+6OHRGLqwyIGGsbElDFurviSmNtJ5Ege2MqBnpVW8u/ud1UxPe+lMuk9SgZMtFYSqIicn8azLgCpkRE0soU9zeStiIKsqMzaZgQ/BWX14nrUrZuy5fNSql6l0WRx7O4BwuwYMbqMI91KEJDBCe4RXenEfnxXl3PpatOSebOYU/cD5/AJfhjM0=</latexit>

C

<latexit sha1_base64="jFTOE+RtVvXEGqgEAF7OPg3l3Eo=">AAACDXicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJHFoiAxoCoBBEgsFSyMRaIPqYkix3Vaq44T2Q5SFeUHWPgVFgYQYmVn429w0gzQciRbx+fcK997/JhRqSzr26gsLC4tr1RXa2vrG5tb5vZOR0aJwKSNIxaJno8kYZSTtqKKkV4sCAp9Rrr++Cb3uw9ESBrxezWJiRuiIacBxUhpyTMPHIb4kBHoXMFjfTmieHqpEyI1woilvSzzzLrVsArAeWKXpA5KtDzzyxlEOAkJV5ghKfu2FSs3RUJRzEhWcxJJYoTHaEj6mnIUEummxTYZPNTKAAaR0IcrWKi/O1IUSjkJfV2ZzyhnvVz8z+snKrh0U8rjRBGOpx8FCYMqgnk0cEAFwYpNNEFYUD0rxCMkEFY6wJoOwZ5deZ50Thr2eeP07qzevC7jqII9sA+OgA0uQBPcghZoAwwewTN4BW/Gk/FivBsf09KKUfbsgj8wPn8ApQybVg==</latexit>h , iX

<latexit sha1_base64="sUN7KgDqzilLw0C52n5etnGVdeg=">AAACDXicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMLJYFCQGVCWAAImlgoWxSPSBmihyXKe16jiR7SBVUX6AhV9hYQAhVnY2/gYnzQAtR7J1fM698r3HjxmVyrK+jbn5hcWl5cpKdXVtfWPT3NpuyygRmLRwxCLR9ZEkjHLSUlQx0o0FQaHPSMcfXed+54EISSN+p8YxcUM04DSgGCkteea+wxAfMAKdS3ikL0cUTy91QqSGGLH0Pss8s2bVrQJwltglqYESTc/8cvoRTkLCFWZIyp5txcpNkVAUM5JVnUSSGOERGpCephyFRLppsU0GD7TSh0Ek9OEKFurvjhSFUo5DX1fmM8ppLxf/83qJCi7clPI4UYTjyUdBwqCKYB4N7FNBsGJjTRAWVM8K8RAJhJUOsKpDsKdXniXt47p9Vj+5Pa01rso4KmAX7IFDYINz0AA3oAlaAINH8AxewZvxZLwY78bHpHTOKHt2wB8Ynz+mkptX</latexit>h , iY

<latexit sha1_base64="s2PQH3BKi1YENFM3uRTRWyN4hQk=">AAAB6XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexGUI9BQbwIUcwDkhBmJ7PJkNnZZaZXCEv+wIsHRbz6R978GyfJHjSxoKGo6qa7y4+lMOi6305uZXVtfSO/Wdja3tndK+4fNEyUaMbrLJKRbvnUcCkUr6NAyVux5jT0JW/6o+up33zi2ohIPeI45t2QDpQIBKNopYebu16x5JbdGcgy8TJSggy1XvGr049YEnKFTFJj2p4bYzelGgWTfFLoJIbHlI3ogLctVTTkppvOLp2QE6v0SRBpWwrJTP09kdLQmHHo286Q4tAselPxP6+dYHDZTYWKE+SKzRcFiSQYkenbpC80ZyjHllCmhb2VsCHVlKENp2BD8BZfXiaNStk7L5/dV0rVqyyOPBzBMZyCBxdQhVuoQR0YBPAMr/DmjJwX5935mLfmnGzmEP7A+fwBNlqNJw==</latexit>

FM

<latexit sha1_base64="4nMj/pDtciiQ9UOtd1Z5jidSrVU=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lURFPRa9eKzQL2hD2Wwn7drNbtjdCCX0P3jxoIhX/483/43bNgdtfTDweG+GmXlhwpk2nvftrKyurW9sFraK2zu7e/ulg8Omlqmi2KCSS9UOiUbOBDYMMxzbiUIShxxb4ehu6reeUGkmRd2MEwxiMhAsYpQYKzW79SEa0iuVvYo3g7tM/JyUIUetV/rq9iVNYxSGcqJ1x/cSE2REGUY5TordVGNC6IgMsGOpIDHqIJtdO3FPrdJ3I6lsCePO1N8TGYm1Hseh7YyJGepFbyr+53VSE90EGRNJalDQ+aIo5a6R7vR1t88UUsPHlhCqmL3VpUOiCDU2oKINwV98eZk0zyv+VeXi4bJcvc3jKMAxnMAZ+HANVbiHGjSAwiM8wyu8OdJ5cd6dj3nripPPHMEfOJ8/dZOPEA==</latexit>

⇥

<latexit sha1_base64="sUNCs0o8Ny9CqQSNcSR+IQ1SGV8=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkF9Vj04rGK/YA0lM1m0i7d7IbdjVBDf4YXD4p49dd489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXppxp47rfzsrq2vrGZmmrvL2zu7dfOThsa5kpCi0quVTdkGjgTEDLMMOhmyogScihE45upn7nEZRmUjyYcQpBQgaCxYwSYyX/HgYZJ4o9QdSvVN2aOwNeJl5BqqhAs1/56kWSZgkIQznR2vfc1AQ5UYZRDpNyL9OQEjoiA/AtFSQBHeSzkyf41CoRjqWyJQyeqb8ncpJoPU5C25kQM9SL3lT8z/MzE18FORNpZkDQ+aI449hIPP0fR0wBNXxsCaGK2VsxHRJFqLEplW0I3uLLy6Rdr3kXtfO7erVxXcRRQsfoBJ0hD12iBrpFTdRCFEn0jF7Rm2OcF+fd+Zi3rjjFzBH6A+fzB4j8kWw=</latexit>

Regularized
<latexit sha1_base64="3uNxT71snMvZVltUyCIux4TUK7A=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9mtoB6LgngpVLAfsF1KNpttQ7PJkmSFUvozvHhQxKu/xpv/xrTdg7Y+GHi8N8PMvDDlTBvX/XYKa+sbm1vF7dLO7t7+QfnwqK1lpghtEcml6oZYU84EbRlmOO2miuIk5LQTjm5nfueJKs2keDTjlAYJHggWM4KNlfy7Bk5RQ0YZp/1yxa26c6BV4uWkAjma/fJXL5IkS6gwhGOtfc9NTTDByjDC6bTUyzRNMRnhAfUtFTihOpjMT56iM6tEKJbKljBorv6emOBE63ES2s4Em6Fe9mbif56fmfg6mDCRZoYKslgUZxwZiWb/o4gpSgwfW4KJYvZWRIZYYWJsSiUbgrf88ipp16reZfXioVap3+RxFOEETuEcPLiCOtxDE1pAQMIzvMKbY5wX5935WLQWnHzmGP7A+fwBpLCQ2A==</latexit>

FMap Module

<latexit sha1_base64="t5BsFt7kDyRA3NTeLtTLdaKViuI=">AAACAXicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9SN4CZYhLopiYq6LArisoK9QBvKZDpph04mYWYilBA3voobF4q49S3c+TZO2iDa+sPAx3/OYc75vYhRqWz7yygsLC4trxRXS2vrG5tb5vZOU4axwKSBQxaKtockYZSThqKKkXYkCAo8Rlre6Cqrt+6JkDTkd2ocETdAA059ipHSVs/c6wZIDTFiyXVa+eF2etQzy3bVnsiaByeHMuSq98zPbj/EcUC4wgxJ2XHsSLkJEopiRtJSN5YkQniEBqSjkaOASDeZXJBah9rpW34o9OPKmri/JxIUSDkOPN2Z7Shna5n5X60TK//CTSiPYkU4nn7kx8xSoZXFYfWpIFixsQaEBdW7WniIBMJKh1bSITizJ89D87jqnFVPbk/Ltcs8jiLswwFUwIFzqMEN1KEBGB7gCV7g1Xg0no03433aWjDymV34I+PjG4FVlu4=</latexit>F(X )

<latexit sha1_base64="A5b/QiAal6wqu8HJHc7pQB5wSGg=">AAACAXicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6i7oR3ASLUDclUVGXRUFcVrAXaUOZTCft0MkkzEyEEuLGV3HjQhG3voU738ZJG0Rbfxj4+M85zDm/FzEqlW1/GXPzC4tLy4WV4ura+samubXdkGEsMKnjkIWi5SFJGOWkrqhipBUJggKPkaY3vMzqzXsiJA35rRpFxA1Qn1OfYqS01TV3OwFSA4xYcpWWf/guPeyaJbtij2XNgpNDCXLVuuZnpxfiOCBcYYakbDt2pNwECUUxI2mxE0sSITxEfdLWyFFApJuML0itA+30LD8U+nFljd3fEwkKpBwFnu7MdpTTtcz8r9aOlX/uJpRHsSIcTz7yY2ap0MrisHpUEKzYSAPCgupdLTxAAmGlQyvqEJzpk2ehcVRxTivHNyel6kUeRwH2YB/K4MAZVOEaalAHDA/wBC/wajwaz8ab8T5pnTPymR34I+PjG4Lblu8=</latexit>F(Y)

<latexit sha1_base64="pcKODtFMyWHZNCzKi+uhDXAl8FI=">AAACA3icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rt3pJliEuikzKuqyKIjLKvYB7VgyaaYNzTxIMkIZBtz4K25cKOLWn3Dn35hpi2jrgcDJOfdy7z1uxJlUlvVl5ObmFxaX8suFldW19Q1zc6suw1gQWiMhD0XTxZJyFtCaYorTZiQo9l1OG+7gIvMb91RIFga3ahhRx8e9gHmMYKWljrnT9rHqE8yTy/TupvTza6YHHbNola0R0CyxJ6QIE1Q75me7G5LYp4EiHEvZsq1IOQkWihFO00I7ljTCZIB7tKVpgH0qnWR0Q4r2tdJFXij0CxQaqb87EuxLOfRdXZntKKe9TPzPa8XKO3MSFkSxogEZD/JijlSIskBQlwlKFB9qgolgeldE+lhgonRsBR2CPX3yLKkflu2T8tH1cbFyPokjD7uwByWw4RQqcAVVqAGBB3iCF3g1Ho1n4814H5fmjEnPNvyB8fEN6L6Xsg==</latexit>

FR(X )

<latexit sha1_base64="fp36TLv/g3Te7jE66zK7CKvqhzE=">AAACA3icbVDLSgMxFL3js9bXqDvdBItQN2VGRV0WBXFZxT6kHUsmTdvQzIMkI5RhwI2/4saFIm79CXf+jZl2EG09EDg5517uvccNOZPKsr6Mmdm5+YXF3FJ+eWV1bd3c2KzJIBKEVknAA9FwsaSc+bSqmOK0EQqKPZfTujs4T/36PRWSBf6NGobU8XDPZ11GsNJS29xueVj1CebxRXJ3Xfz53Sb7bbNglawR0DSxM1KADJW2+dnqBCTyqK8Ix1I2bStUToyFYoTTJN+KJA0xGeAebWrqY49KJx7dkKA9rXRQNxD6+QqN1N8dMfakHHqurkx3lJNeKv7nNSPVPXVi5oeRoj4ZD+pGHKkApYGgDhOUKD7UBBPB9K6I9LHAROnY8joEe/LkaVI7KNnHpcOro0L5LIsjBzuwC0Ww4QTKcAkVqAKBB3iCF3g1Ho1n4814H5fOGFnPFvyB8fEN6kSXsw==</latexit>

FR(Y)

Figure 2: Overview of our approach. Raw input geometry of a pair of shapes is processed by a Siamese network with shared
weights resulting in features F(X ) and F(Y). These are then refined using a Cross Attention Refinement module allowing the
features on the two shapes to communicate. The refined features are then used, first, to predict the overlap region using the
Overlap Predictor Module, and second, to compute the functional map using the parameter-free Regularized FMap module.

Finally, we make several other architecture modifications
that improve its accuracy and robustness: we use more pow-
erful intrinsic and sparse feature extractors (Section 3.1) and
a regularized functional map layer adapted to the partial set-
ting (Section 3.4). Below we provide the details of each of
these building blocks.

3.1. Feature extractor

As mentioned above, and as shown in Figure 2, the first
block in our pipeline is a feature extractor module.

The goal of this module is to take as input the raw shape
geometry and produce meaningful descriptors that will be
used downstream for spectral matching. This module should
be robust to rigid and non-rigid deformations, to the surface
sampling, and more importantly, to the challenges intro-
duced by partiality. Throughout our work, we use the recent
DiffusionNet architecture [52] that is based on intrinsic op-
erations for information diffusion on the surface, and has
been shown to be robust under shape discretization changes.
In cases of extreme partiality such as the Holes setting of
the SHREC 2016 partiality benchmark [11], we also experi-
mented with SparseConvNet [17], which can better handle
very sparse data. This leads to a variant of our approach
that we call DPFMsparse. Unless specified otherwise, DPFM
always denotes our approach with the DiffusionNet feature
extractor.

Following [14], our feature extractor is applied in a
Siamese way, i.e the same network with identical weights is
applied to the source X and target Y shapes. This network
produces an m-dimensional vector per point, or equivalently
m feature functions on the surface, that we denoteF(X ) and
F(Y) respectively. We observe that the surface-aware fea-
ture extractors like DiffusionNet and SparseConv typically
outperform the point-based KPConv [54] used in [14].

3.2. Attention-based Feature Refiner

The features produced by the feature extractors encode
the geometry and context of each shape independently and
have no knowledge of the other shape, making predicting
the overlap region impossible. We remedy this by letting
the features communicate using a cross attention block, us-
ing a design inspired by the recent Predator network [19]
architecture, that was introduced for partial rigid alignment.

Specifically, we construct a bipartite graph (V, E), where
every point on shape X is connected to all points on shape
Y , and we associate to each node the point-wise features
learned from the feature extractor. The message passing
formulation of [22] is used to propagate information through
this graph.

Following the Transformer architecture [57], for each
node i, a representation query qi is learned, and it retrieves
learned values vj , based on their learned attributes, the keys
kj . The final message that is passed to node i has the form:

mE→i =
∑

j,(i,j)∈E
αijvj

where αij are the attention weights, based on the key-query
similarity αij = Softmaxj(q>i kj/

√
d).

The queries qi ∈ Rd, keys ki ∈ Rd and values vi ∈ Rd

are learned as a linear projection of learned features of the
previous block, using a learnable linear layer.

Finally, the value of the node i is updated using the for-
mula:

xi = xi +MLP ([xi||mE→i])
where [.||.] stands for concatenation, and MLP is a three
layer perceptron [61] with ReLU activations [65] and in-
stance normalization [55].
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Figure 3: Visualizing the per-point feature magnitude, before
and after the Cross-Attention Refinement module.

In practice and in line with existing literature [58], we
improve the expressivity of the model using multi-head at-
tention [57] with four heads. Also, in order to reduce the
computation and memory footprint of this block, we sub-
sample the two shapes using the farthest point sampling FPS
[41] before constructing the bipartite graph. The learned
features are then linearly interpolated to the missing points.

The feature refiner module takes as input features
F(X ),F(Y) and produces refined features that we denote
FR(X ),FR(Y).

As mentioned above, our Cross-Attention Refinement
module enables the communication between features on the
two shapes and thus allows the features on the overlap region
to synchronize, while down-weighing the features outside
the overlap. We illustrate this effect in Figure 3, where we
show the intensity of the learned features, before and after
the refinement module. Note that before refinement, the
features are uniformly distributed, but after the refinement,
the features on the missing region tend to zero, as suggested
by our theoretical analysis.

Additional analysis and quantitative evaluation of the
Cross-Attention Refinement module are provided in the sup-
plementary materials.

3.3. Overlap Predictor

The combination of the two previous blocks produces
features that capture geometric properties of each shape and
are conditioned by the distribution of features on the other
shape.

We then use these features to predict the overlap prob-
ability pX ∈ RnX and pY ∈ RnY where nX and nY is the
number of points on shape X and Y respectively. For this
we use a simple two layer MLP with ReLU activations, and
a Sigmoid layer [35] at the end, applied independently to
each point. We interpret, e.g., pX (i) as the probability of
vertex i of shape X to exist on shape Y .

3.4. Regularized FMap Layer

While the previous block predicts the existence of points
across shapes, our main goal is to establish dense point-
to-point correspondences between co-existing points. To
this end we use a regularized functional map module that
aims to predict the functional map between shape X and
Y , using the refined features FRX and FR(Y). We therefore

project the feature functions onto their respective spectral ba-
sis consisting of the first k Laplace-Beltrami eigenfunctions:
A = Φ+

XFR(X ) and B = Φ†YFR(Y).
We then use these refined coefficient matrices to solve

for the optimal functional map. Rather than optimizing the
energy defined in Equation 1 above, as done in [14], we
modify the regularizer for improved robustness.

Specifically, we first observe that the commutativity term
Ecomm(C) = ||C∆X −∆YC||2F can be written as a mask
applied on the functional map Ecomm(C) =

∑
i,jMijC

2
ij ,

where Mij = (ΛY(i)−ΛX (j))2 (see Eq. (3) in [43]). Then,
we note that the closed form minimization technique used
in [14] to make the computation of the optimal functional
map is differentiable and can be applied to any mask matrix
M regardless of whether it is associated with the Laplacian
commutativity term or not.

This motivates our objective to choose a mask that is
well-suited for the partial setting. In our experiments, we
test the original mask formulation, dubbed the Laplacian
mask, the slanted mask proposed in [45], and the resolvent
mask proposed in [43]. As argued in [43], the resolvent
mask has a more solid theoretical foundation. In our work,
we also observed that the resolvent mask consistently leads
to better results in practice, and we adopt it throughout all
our experiments.

In summary, we compute the functional map by minimiz-
ing the following energy:

Copt = arg min
C

‖CA−B‖2F + λ
∑
ij

C2
ijMij , (2)

where

Mij =
(

ΛY(i)γ

ΛY(i)2γ+1 −
ΛX (j)γ

ΛX (j)2γ+1

)2

+
(

1
ΛY(i)2γ+1 − 1

ΛX (j)2γ+1

)2

and γ is the resolvent Laplacian parameter, which we will
take equal to 0.5 in all our experiments.

3.5. Training losses

As all of our architecture blocks are differentiable, we
train the network end to end using ground truth correspon-
dences using backpropagation. Our overall loss is composed
of three main components:

Spectral Loss given a ground truth point to point map,
we convert it to a functional map, and penalize the devia-
tion of our predicted map from it using the Frobenius norm
Lspec(Copt) = ‖Cgt − Copt‖2F as done in [14]. The ground
truth map is computed as follows: Cgt = Φ+

YΠXYΦX
where ΠXY is the ground truth point to point matrix. I.e.,
ΠXY(i, j) = 1 if and only if vertex i on X is matched to
the vertex j on Y and 0 otherwise. Note that, unlike the full
shape matching, in the case of partial correspondence, ΠXY
might have entire rows that are zero, associated with vertices
for which no match exists on the target.



PointInfoNCE Loss In our experiments, we observed that
the spectral loss alone is not sufficient to train the feature
extractor, especially in the challenging case of holes, where
the ground truth functional map can fail to provide impor-
tant high-frequency information. To remedy this, we use a
contrastive loss, where the distance between extracted fea-
tures of matched points should be minimized, meanwhile,
the distance between unmatched points features should be
maximized. In our experiments, we used PointInfoNCE
Loss [64] which can be expressed as:

Lnce(FRX , FRY ) = −∑(i,j)∈P log
exp(FRX (i)·FRY (j)/τ)∑

(.,k)∈P exp(FRX (i)·FRY (k)/τ)

Here P is the set of matched points, computed using
ground truth point to point map, τ is a scaling parameter,
and FRX (i) is the refined feature of point i in shape X . Note
that we use FRX to denote the refined features FR(X ) for
compactness.

Overlap Loss To train the overlap predictor module, we
penalize the computed probabilities using a binary classifi-
cation loss. The ground truth labels yX and yY are extracted
from the ground truth point to point map:

Lover(pX , pY) =
1

2
(Lclassif (pX , yX ) +Lclassif (pY , yY))

where Lclassif is the binary cross entropy loss.

Lclassif (x, y) =
1

|x|

|x|∑
i=1

yi log(xi) + (1− yi) log(1− xi)

Total loss our final loss is just a weighted sum to the pre-
vious losses: L = λ1Lspec + λ2Lnce + λ3Lover.

We use the same values of all of our hyperparameters
throughout all of our experiments. We provide the complete
implementation details and hyperparameter values in the
supplementary.

Unsupervised variant While these losses depend on the
presence of a ground truth correspondence, our pipeline
can also be adapted to an unsupervised setting by using
losses that promote desirable structural properties of the
functional maps. We provide the details and evaluate one
such possibility in the supplementary materials.

Ablation Study Our method comprises multiple building
blocks that we consider essential for optimal performance. In
the supplementary, we report an ablation study that demon-
strates the efficacy of individual components. More signif-
icantly, we observe that the spectral loss is crucial for the
convergence of the overlap predictor network and also report
that the resolvent mask is best suited in our setting.

4. Experiments and Analysis

In this section, we provide extensive experiments high-
lighting the accuracy and robustness of our method on a
range of non-rigid partial shape matching tasks. We con-
sider three main challenges: partial-to-full, partial-to-partial,
and finally partial-to-full under extreme variability in mesh
discretization.

4.1. Datasets

We evaluate our method qualitatively and quantitatively
using the following benchmarks. See the supplementary for
visualization of shapes from each of the following datasets.

The SHREC’16 Partial Correspondence Benchmark
[11] is a widely used benchmark to evaluate partial non-
rigid shape matching pipelines. This dataset consists of 76
nearly isometric shapes, divided into 8 classes (humans and
animals). Each class has a ’null’ shape to which the partial
shapes will be matched. As an additional challenge, all
shapes are individually re-meshed to 10K vertices.

There are two subsets of SHREC’16, namely CUTS and
HOLES. CUTS is constructed by cutting the shapes with a
random plane at different orientations. The HOLES dataset
is more challenging and contains shapes with surfaces that
have been eroded by various random seeds, causing them to
have actual holes and very irregular cuts.

SHREC’16 Part-to-Part dataset (CP2P): We introduce
a new dataset to evaluate partial-to-partial shape matching.
CP2P is based on the CUTS training set in [11] and con-
tains the same 8 classes of humans and animals in different
poses and partialities and establishes a total of 300 pairs for
matching. The train and test sets are divided randomly with
80% pairs for training, and the remaining 20% for testing.
We highlight that, similar to SHREC’16 the ground truth
map is only provided for shapes from the same class. The
overlap between the source and target shapes varies from
10% to 90% of the total area.

Partial FARM dataset (PFARM): We introduce a new
dataset with the objective of testing the robustness of partial
shape matching methods to significantly varying mesh con-
nectivity and sampling. Our dataset (PFARM) is designed
using the SHREC’19 dataset [32] and is an extension of the
recently introduced FARM partial dataset [23]. PFARM
comprises of 27 test pairs resulting from 28 human shapes
(one null shape). The shapes have significantly different
meshing, vertex density, undergo varied rigid and non-rigid
deformations and have significant partiality.

4.2. Baselines

We compare with the following prior partial shape match-
ing methods: Partial Functional Maps (PFM) [45], Fully
Spectral Partial Shape Matching (FSP) [27], Matching De-
formable Objects in Clutter (DOC) [12] and also a recent
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Figure 4: Correspondence quality of different methods on the test set of SHREC’16 Partial Benchmark, both on cuts (left) and
holes (right). Our method outperforms all the competing methods and achieves state-of-the-art results. Mean errors of all
methods are reported in the legend.

method: Dual Iterative Refinement (DIR) [63]. Since our
work is the first to tackle a learning approach to non-rigid
partial shape matching, we also include GeomFMaps [14]
as a learning baseline, since that method is similar in spirit
to our framework. In addition, we refine almost all methods
with the partial variant of the Zoomout algorithm [33]. For
all competing methods, we use the original code released
by the authors and apply the best parameters reported in the
respective papers.

Evaluation Protocol We follow the Princeton protocol
[20] for evaluating all correspondences, as used in all recent
works. Specifically, we compute the pointwise geodesic
error between the predicted maps and the ground truth map
and normalize by the square root of the total surface area of
the target shape.

4.3. Part To Full Shape Matching

We first show the results of our method for partial-to-
full matching on SHREC’16. We individually train our
networks on the train set of SHREC’16 comprising of 120
pairs (CUTS) and 80 pairs (HOLES) respectively.

It should be noted that contrary to many of the previous
works, which are evaluated on the train set of CUTS and
HOLES, we follow the original SHREC’16 Benchmark
protocol, and test our method, and all the baselines only on
the test set, which contains 200 pairs each for CUTS and
HOLES. The test set contains unseen shapes during training
and provides a diverse and significantly more challenging
set of partiality scenarios.

As reported in Figure 4, our method achieves state-of-the-
art results across all settings in SHREC’16 outperforming
both axiomatic and learning-based prior methods. Addition-

ally, we show the performance of our sparse variant Ourssparse
on the HOLES dataset, as the latter can handle particularly
sparse data, and show that our architecture is not limited to
the choice of the feature extractor.

In the supplementary materials, we also report two addi-
tional results in this setup. First, we plot the mean geodesic
error as a function of the percentage of partiality. We ob-
serve that our method achieves the lowest mean error among
all competing methods, and the error is stable even with an
increasing amount of partiality, demonstrating the robust-
ness of our method. Secondly, we also report the quality
of overlap region prediction (which is a feature of only our
method and PFM) by plotting the intersection over union
(IOU) of the predicted region and the ground truth. We ob-
serve that our method achieves a high IOU, outperforming
PFM, especially for CUTS, which demonstrate the quality
of the predictions made by the overlap module.

4.4. Robustness to Mesh Discretization

Figure 5 compares the performance of all methods on the
PFARM dataset. As the size of this dataset is small, and is
not adapted to training, we only used the pretrained networks
on CUTS for both our method and GeomFMaps.

We observe that competing methods that rely on hand-
crafted features like SHOT, tend to overfit to the mesh con-
nectivity and as a result see a significant performance drop
on meshes with variable sampling and connectivity like
PFARM. In contrast, our network which is pre-trained on
CUTS from SHREC’16 generalises significantly better and
has considerably lower errors than the competitors. Figure 6
shows a visualization of the predicted maps from all methods.
It can be seen that only our method yields visually plausible
correspondences on the shapes from PFARM.
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Figure 5: Results on the PFARM dataset. Our method is ro-
bust to significant changes in mesh discretization and outper-
forms all the baselines, whether learning-based or axiomatic.

Source Ground Truth

PFM FSP GeomFMaps Ours

Figure 6: Qualitative results on PFARM using texture trans-
fer. Only our method produces visually plausible results.
Additional visualizations for SHREC’16 and CP2P are pro-
vided in the supplementary.

4.5. Part To Part Shape Matching

We evaluate our method on the challenging task of partial-
to-partial shape matching, where only a portion of the source
shape is mapped to a portion of the target shape. We com-
pare our method against PFM [45], the formulation of FSP
adapted to the partial-to-partial setting [27], DOC [12], and
the learning-based baseline GeomFMaps [14] on the CP2P
dataset. We apply PFM in both directions (source to target
and target to source), thereby generating a predicted region
of overlap on both source and target shapes. Since DOC
[12] already optimizes for two overlap regions, we use their
method as-is by initializing with SHOT descriptors. In order
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Figure 7: Quantitative results of the different methods on the
CP2P dataset. Our method outperforms all baselines.

to evaluate the quality of matching, we show the error plot
for correspondences only in the overlapping region. Figure 7
shows the superiority of our method over the baselines. We
also plot the IOU of the predicted overlap region to assess
the quality of the overlap region detection, our method gives
superior results (see the supplementary).

5. Conclusion, Limitations, and Future work
In this paper, we present a learning framework specifi-

cally aimed for partial non-rigid shape matching. We exploit
the versatility and accuracy of powerful geometric feature
extractors along with the strong regularization provided by
the functional map formulation. Key to our design is an
attention-based feature refiner, which ensures cross-talk be-
tween features on the two shapes and is therefore crucial in
the context of partial shape correspondence. Our method
gives a significant improvement upon existing baselines, es-
pecially highlighted in challenging scenarios of considerable
variability in mesh discretization.

Our approach still has some limitations and leads to pos-
sible exciting future work. Firstly, similar to many existing
methods in practice, we assume that the shapes undergo a
near-isometric deformation on the overlap region, a restric-
tive assumption that could be potentially lifted. In addition,
extending our framework to more challenging representa-
tions such as noisy point clouds and graphs is also a fasci-
nating area for future research.
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In this supplementary materials, we collect all the results
and discussions, which, due to the page limit, could not find
space in the main manuscript.

Specifically, we provide a discussion about functional
maps in the partial setting in Section A. Next, we present our
unsupervised formulation and show one additional result in
this setting in Section B. We provide implementations details
for our experiments in Section C. In Section D, additional in-
formation about the used datasets and some example shapes
are visualized. Section E provides additional insights and
quantitative evaluation of our Cross-Attention Refinement
module. Additional quantitative and qualitative evaluations
of our method are provided in Section F and G respectively.
Finally, an ablation study on the component of our architec-
ture is provided in Section H.

A. Discussion about functional maps in the par-
tial setting

In this section, we provide some analysis of the partial
non-rigid matching problem, especially within the functional
maps framework. Our main goal is to establish the necessary
conditions under which the feature extraction network on the
two shapes must be “aware” of the other shape. Specifically,
we show that this communication across feature extraction
networks on the two shapes must be necessary for partial-to-
partial matching, within the functional maps representation.

A.1. Partial to full matching

We start with the simpler case of partial to full matching.
Namely, suppose a partial shape X is being matched to the
full shape Y . In this case, there exists a point-to-point map
T : X → Y so that for each point on X there is a corre-
sponding point on Y . In the discrete setting, this map can
be written as a binary matrix ΠXY where ΠXY(i, j) = 1
if and only if T (i) = j. Note that ΠXY has exactly one
value 1 per row. The corresponding functional map CYX
maps functions on Y to functions on X and, in the reduced
Laplacian basis can be written as: CYX = Φ+

XΠXYΦY .
Now suppose that a network F∗ is a perfect feature ex-

tractor in the following sense: given a shape, X , it associates
to each point on X a unique non-zero descriptor vector that
is moreover invariant under different possible transforma-
tions (including shape deformations, or part removal) of the
shape X . We let F∗(X ) = DX where the ith row of DX

corresponds to the descriptor of vertex i on X .
If F∗ is a perfect feature extractor and ΠXY is the under-

lying ground truth map between X and Y , then by definition,
we have DX = ΠXYDY . Remark that in order for this
equation to hold, the feature extractor simply needs to be
invariant under the shape partiality and does not need to be
dependent on the map ΠXY . For example, DX could store,
for every point, the index of the corresponding point on some
template shape.

If DX = ΠXYDY then in the reduced basis we have
Φ+
XDX = Φ+

XΠXYDY . Moreover, using the standard as-
sumption in the functional maps framework, that the descrip-
tor matrix DY lies within the span of the reduced Laplacian
basis on Y we have DY = ΦYΦ+

YDY . This implies:

Φ+
XDX = Φ+

XΠXYDY

= Φ+
XΠXYΦYΦ+

YDY

= CYXDY ,

where by definition CYX = Φ+
XΠXYΦY and DY =

Φ+
YDY .

We therefore conclude that if DX = Φ+
XDX , then un-

der the above assumptions (i.e., having a perfect feature
extractor and descriptors within the span of the basis), we
have ‖CYXDY − DX ‖ = 0, and if the linear system is
invertible the functional map CYX can be recovered via
CYX = arg minX ‖XDY −DX ‖2F .

It then follows “communication” between feature extrac-
tion on the two shapes is not strictly required to recover
the underlying functional map in the case of partial to full
matching.
Note: Observe that the argument above did not make as-
sumptions on the rank of the functional map matrix or on the
number of basis functions. Consider some part that exists on
the full shape Y and does not exist on the partial shape X .
If f is the descriptor that associates a feature value only to
points on that part, the equation CYXΦ+

YfY = Φ+
X fX can

hold even if fX = 0 but fY 6= 0. I.e., Ca = b and b = 0
does not imply that a = 0.

A.2. Full-to-partial and partial-to-partial matching

Consider now full-to-partial or partial-to-partial matching.
Here, unlike the case above, given a source shape X and a
target shape Y , there exists a mapping T : S ⊂ X → Y only
for a subset of points S ⊂ X .



We can still represent the mapping T as a binary matrix
ΠXY , s.t., ΠXY(i, j) = 1 if and only if T (i) = j. However,
in this case, the matrix ΠXY will have rows that are entirely
zero, for points outside of the subset S that don’t have a map
onto Y .

Observe that in this case, ifDX , DY are features obtained
by a perfect feature extractor F∗ as defined above, then we
cannot have DX = ΠXYDY . This is because the matrix
ΠXY will map features of points outside of S onto the zero
vector. I.e., for any point i /∈ S the corresponding row of
the matrix ΠXYDY will be exactly zero, whereas DX by
assumption is not a zero vector.

While the “standard” equation DX = ΠXYDY does not
hold, a modified version can easily be seen to hold. Let PX
by the binary matrix that is identity on S and zeros elsewhere.
I.e., P (i, i) = 1 if and only if i ∈ S. Then, again under the
assumptions of a perfect feature extractor we have:

PXDX = ΠXYDY .

If the descriptors are within the span of the Laplacian
basis, this implies:

Φ+
XPXDX = Φ+

XΠXYΦ+
YΦ+
YDY

= CYXDY .

I.e., we have ‖CYXDY − DX ‖ = 0. However, cru-
cially, in this case DX = Φ+

XPXDX , where PX is the
projection matrix onto the set S. We stress that the set S
depends on the underlying map (i.e., the target shape) and
therefore, unless the feature extractor is aware of the target
shape being mapped to, it cannot extract features for which
‖CYXDY −DX ‖ = 0.

We, therefore, conclude that “communication” between
feature extraction on the two shapes is required to recover
the underlying functional map from the feature equation in
the case of full to partial or partial to partial matching.
Note: Consider some part that exists on the shape X and
does not exist on shape Y . If f is the descriptor that asso-
ciates a feature value only to points on that part, the equa-
tion CYXΦ+

YfY = Φ+
X fX where fY = 0 can hold only if

fX = 0. But this is only possible if the feature extractor
on X has access to the information about features on Y for
otherwise it would extract non-zero features fX for that part.
This confirms the above interpretation that in this case “com-
munication” between feature extraction on the two shapes is
necessary.

B. Unsupervised partial shape matching
In our main document, we presented losses to train the

network in the supervised setting. Here, we present a loss
that can be used in the unsupervised setting for partial-to-full
matching, and that works by promoting structural proper-
ties of the functional map. It should be noted that in the

unsupervised case, we predict the functional map in both
directions, i.e partial-to-full and full-to-partial, by applying
our Regularized FMap module in the following manner (we
follow the same notation as the main text, the full shape will
be denoted by shape 1, and the partial shape will be denoted
shape 2):

C12 = arg min
C

‖CA−B‖2F + λ
∑
ij

C2
ijM

12
ij

C21 = arg min
C

‖CB−A‖2F + λ
∑
ij

C2
ijM

21
ij

Our unsupervised loss is a modified version of the one
presented in [47] and can be written as follows:

Lunsup = α1Lbij + α2Lorth,
where :

• The bijectivity loss is formulated as follows: Lbij =
‖C12C21 − 1r‖2F . 1r is the identity matrix where only
the first r elements in the diagonal are equal to 1, r is
the estimated slope of the functional map under partial-
ity, which we estimate using the approach proposed in
[45]. Namely: r = max{i|Λ2

i < maxkj=1 Λ1
j}. This

loss promotes the bijectivity of the map, in the sense
that transporting functions defined on the partial shape,
using point-wise map, to the full shape and transporting
them back should yield the same functions.

• The semi-orthogonality loss is formulated as: Lorth =
‖C12C

>
12 − 1r‖2F + ‖C>21C21 − 1r‖2F . This loss pro-

motes the orthogonality of the functional map and thus
local area preservation of the corresponding point-to-
point map [36]. Note that we are requiring only semi-
orthogonality since the area preservation property holds
only in the direction from partial to full shape.

In addition to these losses, and following existing liter-
ature [47, 51], it could be natural to use the commutativ-
ity with Laplacian loss: Lcomm = ‖C12∆1 −∆2C12‖2F +
‖C21∆2−∆1C21‖2F . This is not necessary in our case, how-
ever, as we already optimize for it during the construction of
the functional map, in the Regularized FMap Module (see
Section 3.4 of the main text).

To evaluate our unsupervised approach, we train our net-
work using only the unsupervised loss with α1 = α2 = 1,
by disabling our Cross Attention Refinement and Overlap
Predictor modules, on the train set of the CUTS dataset, and
evaluate it on the PFARM dataset. Results are reported in
Figure 1. It can be seen that our unsupervised approach
produces competitive results, as it outperforms all axiomatic
methods, and gets on par with the supervised learning-based
baseline [14]. Remarkably, our unsupervised approach gen-
eralizes across datasets and does not overfit to the underlying
mesh structure, unlike the commonly used SHOT descriptors
used in the axiomatic methods.
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Figure 1: We demonstrate an unsupervised approach to our
method on the PFARM dataset. Our method is competitive
with our supervised learning-based baseline and significantly
outperforms the axiomatic benchmarks.

C. Implementation and Network Training
In Section 4 of the main text, we tested our network

against multiple baselines, and in multiple settings.
In our experiments, we used two feature extractors:

Diffusion-Net [52] and SparseConvNet [17]. For the for-
mer, we used the original implementation released by the
authors 1, our network is composed of four diffusion blocks
of width 128, and outputs a final pointwise feature of size
128. For the latter, we used the implementation provided in
the Minkowski Engine 2, our network has a Unet architecture
[46] of 4 blocks and outputs pointwise features of size 128.

Our Regularized FMap module in Section 3.4 of the main
text aims to minimize the following energy:

Copt = arg min
C

‖CA−B‖2F + λ
∑
ij

C2
ijMij

We use the resolvent mask with the resolvent Laplacian
parameter γ = 0.5, also, in all our experiments, we take
λ = 100.

Our main supervised loss is composed of three terms and
is written as follows: L = λ1Lspec + λ2Lnce + λ3Lover.
For all our experiments, we took: λ1 = λ2 = λ3 = 1, and
the scaling parameter in Lnce is τ = 0.07.

Network training: In all our experiments, we train the
networks using an ADAM optimizer [21] with an initial
learning rate of 0.001. During training, we augment the
training data on the fly by randomly rotating the input shapes
around the up axis, applying random scaling in the range

[0.9, 1.1], and jitter the position of each point by Gaussian
noise with zero mean and 0.01 standard deviation, in order
to make the network more robust, rotation invariant, and to
avoid overfitting.

In order to recover the point-to-point map from the func-
tional map, we used the standard nearest-neighbor method
from the original functional map paper [36], and keep only
the matches on the overlap region if necessary, using our
predicted overlap mask.

As mentioned in the main manuscript, our code and data
can be found online: https://github.com/pvnieo/
DPFM to ensure full reproducibility of the results, and stimu-
late further research in this direction.

Computational specifications All our experiments are ex-
ecuted using Pytorch [38], on a 64-bit machine, equipped
with an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2630 v4 @ 2.20GHz and
an RTX 2080 Ti Graphics Card.

D. Datasets and Visualizations

In Section 4.1 of the main document, we presented several
datasets for training and evaluation. Namely, we used the
SHREC16 Partial Correspondence Benchmark [11], which
is a partial-to-full dataset. This dataset contains two subsets,
CUTS and HOLES. CUTS is composed of 120 pairs for
training, and 200 for testing, meanwhile, HOLES is com-
posed of 80 pairs for training, and 200 for testing. Each
partial shape is mapped to a null full shape which is a shape
of the same class in a neutral pose. Some examples of this
dataset are shown in Figure 2 (top).

We also introduced a new dataset: CP2P which is aimed
at evaluating partial-to-partial shape correspondence. In this
dataset, partial shapes from the same class (either human or
animals) are paired together. The overlap between the two
shapes can range from 10% to 90%. Some examples of this
dataset are shown in Figure 3.

Finally, we introduced PFARM, an extension of the re-
cently introduced FARM partial dataset [23], which is a
partial-to-full dataset, designed to test the robustness of par-
tial shape matching methods to shapes that undergo near
isometric deformations with a significant change of connec-
tivity and sampling (see Figure 2 - bottom). The partiality
is imposed by segmenting and deleting random patches of
shapes from the SHREC19 dataset [30], and is composed of
27 different partial human shapes, that are all mapped to a
full SMLP model [29] of 6k vertices, resulting in 27 evalu-
ation pairs. The resolution of each partial shape is around
10k vertices. It should be noted that because the size of this
dataset is small, it was only used for evaluation, and never
for training.

1https://github.com/nmwsharp/diffusion-net
2https://github.com/NVIDIA/MinkowskiEngine

https://github.com/pvnieo/DPFM
https://github.com/pvnieo/DPFM
https://github.com/nmwsharp/diffusion-net
https://github.com/NVIDIA/MinkowskiEngine


Figure 2: (top) Shapes from the SHREC16 Partiality Bench-
mark. Most of the shapes in this dataset have identical or
very similar connectivity for both cuts and holes. (bottom)
Shapes from the PFARM dataset that have highly diverse
connectivity and sampling and provide a more challenging
setting for dense partial shape correspondence.

Figure 3: Example pairs from the CP2P dataset with the
non-corresponding regions indicated in grey (i.e., only the
regions in white are expected to correspond). The dataset
has some challenging pairs with a considerable amount of
partiality similar to the second pair above.

E. Analysis of the Cross-Attention Refinement
module

As was shown in Section 3 of the main manuscript, and
corroborated by our theoretical analysis provided in Section
A of the supplementary, the Cross Attention Refinement
module enables the communication between features on the
two shapes and thus allows the features on the overlap region
to synchronize, while down-weighing the features outside
the overlap. We evaluated this effect quantitatively on the
entire CP2P dataset. Specifically, the percentage of points in
the overlap region, with features whose L2 norm is below a
small threshold is 20% before the refinement and 23% after.
Meanwhile, for the points on the non-overlapping region,
this percentage changes from 34% before refinement to 83%
after refinement. This demonstrates that the refinement mod-
ule effectively processes the features to account for the points

on the other shape, inside and outside the overlapping region,
and consequently the overlap region prediction, as we ob-
served a significant effect of the cross attention refinement
on the quality of the overlap region prediction. Specifically,
in the CP2P dataset, we measured the prediction accuracy to
be 58% without the refinement module and 81% with our
cross attention refinement processing.

F. Quantitative evaluation
Part To Full Shape Matching In Section 4.2 of the main
manuscript, we show a comparison of our method with the
baselines, on both CUTS and HOLES of the SHREC16
benchmark. In what follows, we provide some additional
quantitative evaluation in Figures 4, 5a and 5b.

Specifically, we first show the average geodesic error as
a function of the amount of partiality. We see in Figure 4
that our method has the lowest error curves compared to
all baselines, obtaining state-of-the-art results. In addition,
we see that our method stays significantly stable even in
strong instances of partiality, especially for CUTS, which
demonstrates the robustness of our method. We additionally
evaluate the accuracy of the predicted region, by plotting
the intersection-over-union with the ground-truth region, for
SHREC16, and compare it with the region predicted by PFM
[45]. Figure 5a shows that our method gives significantly
superior results than PFM, especially for cuts, where we
obtain a very high IOU for a large number of pairs.

Part To Part Shape Matching An evaluation of the cor-
respondence accuracy of our method on the CP2P dataset
was made in Section 4.4 of the main manuscript. Here we
provide a quantitative evaluation of the region prediction
ability. Since only our method, and the adaptation of PFM
(recall that in order to predict the region using PFM on the
CP2P dataset, we run it in both directions, which gives a
prediction of the region on both the source and target shapes)
are capable of predicting the overlap region, we only evalu-
ated these two methods. Figure 5b shows the evolution of
the percentage of pairs having a certain IOU. It can be seen
that our method outperforms PFM and obtains better results.

G. Qualitative evaluation
In this section, we show some qualitative results of our

method, as well as a comparison with the baselines.
Figure 7a visualizes the quality of the mapping using

texture transfer on both CUTS and HOLES. It can be seen
that our method achieves high-quality correspondences com-
pared to the baselines.

Figure 7b shows the quality of the obtained map, and
the region detected on CP2P, using texture transfer. It can
be seen that our method is the only one that can accurately
detect the overlap region, and provides accurate maps.
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Figure 4: Performance of different methods in relation to the degree of partiality on the test set of SHREC’16 Partial Bench-
mark, both on cuts (left) and holes (right). Our method outperforms all the competing methods and achieves state-of-the-art
results.
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Figure 5: Evaluation of region detection accuracy of our method vs PFM, on CUTS, HOLES and CP2P, by visualizing the
evolution of the percentage of pairs having a certain IOU. It can be seen that our method achieves superior results, especially
for CUTS and CP2P.

H. Ablation study

In order to validate the different components of our ap-
proach, we consider two ablation studies, the first one con-
cerns the choice of the mask used in the Regularized FMap
module, and the second concerns the different terms in our
proposed loss.

Mask Ablation In Section 3.4 of the main document, we
proposed to use the resolvent mask for our Regularized
FMap module. To confirm this choice, we train our net-
work on the train set of CUTS and HOLES, and evaluate
it on the test set of the same dataset. We conducted three
experiments of this kind, the only variable is the used mask.
We tested using the Laplacian Mask [14], the slanted mask



Ground Truth Functional Map Laplacian Mask Slanted Mask Resolvent Mask

Figure 6: Visualization of a ground-truth functional map, and the different masks tested. It appears that the resolvent mask is
more adapted to the partial setting, as it follows the diagonal of the functional map, and is wider in the high frequencies. The
slanted mask has a narrower diagonal, hence it penalizes the functional map more in the high frequencies, which harms the
performance.

[45] and the resolvent mask [43]. Results are reported in
Table 1. It can be seen that the resolvent mask helps to
regularize the functional maps better, which leads to better
results, especially in the challenging case of the HOLES
dataset.

Mask Laplacian Mask Slanted Mask Our Mask
CUTS 3.5 4.27 3.2
HOLES 14.6 14.5 13.1

Table 1: The effects of using different masks in the Regu-
larized FMap module. The reported mean geodesic errors
are multiplied by 100 for clarity. The resolvent mask yields
the best results, both in the case of cuts and holes, with
significant improvement, especially in the latter case.

To better illustrate this result, we visualize in Figure 6 an
example of a ground-truth functional map and the shape of
the different masks. It can be seen that the Laplacian mask
has a very large slanted region (in black), which provides
poor regularization for the functional map. On the other
hand, the slanted mask [45] is based on a heuristic, and from
the shape of the mask, it can be seen that the latter promotes
functional maps with a very narrow diagonal, which is not
always good in the high frequencies. Finally, it can be seen
that the resolvent mask [43] follows the ground truth diago-
nal correctly, and the width of the latter changes as we move
from low to high frequencies.

Also, it should be noted that, unlike the Laplacian and the
resolvent mask, the slanted mask requires to know exactly
the direction of the slanted diagonal, information which is
not available in the case of partial-to-partial, which limits

the usability of this mask.

Loss Ablation Our proposed loss is composed of three
terms. To validate the utility of each of them, we trained the
sparse variant of our architecture and evaluated it on the test
set of HOLES. We did four experiments, by training our
network with all the losses, without the spectral loss Lspec,
without the NCE loss Lnce, and finally without accuracy
loss for the overlap module Lover. It can be seen from Table
2 that omitting any term of our loss leads to a significant
drop in the performance. Observe also the importance of
the spectral loss, as, without it, the network cannot converge,
and no learning can be done. This suggests that the overlap
prediction task benefits from the functional map correspon-
dence learning. We verified this effect quantitatively on the
CP2P dataset, where we observe that the accuracy of the
predicted overlap region is 50% without any functional map
correspondence learning and 81% with it. Finally, we ob-
serve that the spectral loss alone is not enough for obtaining
a good result, as it fails to provide important high-frequency
information, especially in the challenging cases of holes,
hence the need for the NCE loss.

Ablation Mean Error on HOLES
no spectral loss 28.3

no NCE loss 13.8
no overlap loss 10.0

Total loss 9.3

Table 2: Ablation study of the different loss terms. The mean
geodesic error is multiplied by 100 for clarity. Omitting any
term of our proposed loss hurts the performance.
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Figure 7: (a) Qualitative comparison of our method and all the baselines, on SHREC’16, both on CUTS (top and middle) and
HOLES (bottom). Correspondences are visualized by transferring a texture through the map. Our method yields visually
plausible solutions on both cuts and holes, in both humans and animals. (b) Qualitative comparison of our method and all the
baselines, on the CP2P dataset. Correspondences are visualized by transferring a texture through the map. Our method is the
only one yielding visually plausible solutions and provides accurate region detection. The non-common regions are colored in
green.


